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The partnership between 
ATTO Technology and GB 

Labs delivers proven tested 
solutions that fit customer 

needs across 
a broad range of storage 

product offerings for 
performance and 

flexibility in the Media and 
Entertainment markets 

Tom Kolniak
Senior Director of Marketing, 

ATTO Technology

“

“

GB Labs, innovators of intelligent storage and providers of a comprehensive range of online, 
near line, backup and archive solutions for Media and Entertainment workflows, have worked 
closely with ATTO Technology in order to benefit from coordinated support between GB Labs 
and themselves.

For 30 years, ATTO Technology Inc. has been a global leader across the IT and Media and En-
tertainment markets, specialising in network connectivity and infrastructure solutions. They 
manufacture host and RAID adapters, network adapters, storage controllers, Thunderbolt™ 
adapters and software.

ATTO have recently certified their 40GbE Thunderlink with GB Labs’ FastNAS, which will allow 
customers to connect Thunderbolt 3 to GB Labs’ high performance storage. The convenience 
of Thunderbolt, which sends data and video over the dame protocol, paired with flash storage 
opens the range of what can happen with media files.

“The partnership between ATTO Technology and GB Labs delivers proven tested solutions that 
fit customer needs across a broad range of storage product offering for performance and flexi-
bility in the Media and Entertainment markets, as well as for content generation and manage-
ment in general.” - Tom Kolniak, Senior Director of Marketing at ATTO Technology Inc.

ATTO Technology certifies GB Labs’ FastNAS storage with their 40GbE Thunderlink
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About GB Labs 

GB Labs is the global leader in Intelligent Media Storage and AI Powered Workflows. We design our 
solutions to be simple to install and easy to use, yet powerful enough for the most demanding media 
workflows. From ingesting and editing 4K/8K video, to post-production and deep archive, we never skip 
a beat. Trusted by the world’s top news and media organisations. GB Labs is known for safe, secure, 
reliable and incredibly FAST solutions. We outperform all competitors, SAN or NAS. Find out how.

GB Labs provides powerful & intelligent media storage


